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About This Game

Grand Prize Winner of the 2014 Indie Game Maker contest.

Magic is a curse. A plague upon the world and those that live in it. Those that are born with this curse unwittingly sap the mana
from the earth they stand in. In order to prevent these abominations from draining away the world's lifeblood, they are locked
away in a castle in an isolated dimension. It is in this castle that the cursed are to remain, removed from society so that their

magic does not harm normal people. They are to be kept here for the rest of their miserable lives.
At least, that's the way it should have been...

Suddenly, a loud crash is heard. A young girl, kept apart from the rest of the castle, looks up from the ground. The magical
barrier that prevented her escape slowly dissipates. Standing up, she pushes open the gate and finds her first taste of freedom.
Guide her as she teams up with a renegade mage boy to search for the truth behind the castle, her unique magic, and a way to

escape.

Features

A simple, but deep Spell Fusion system that allows for lots of experimentation.

A heavy atmosphere made from a somber soundtrack, terrifying enemies, and a powerful tale.

Simple puzzles that rely on each character's field abilities.
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A variety of locations to explore.

A twist on traditional turn-based combat via MP charging.

Discover the tragic stories of the castle's inhabitants by piecing together bits of information found throughout the
adventure.

3 different endings affected by your actions.
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remnants of isolation steam. remnants of isolation. remnants of isolation walkthrough

Even in early access, I freaking LOVE this game. There really is so much to do, see, and accomplish in this game. Ive played my
fair share of early access survival type games, and besides one other, this one had me saying, OUT LOUD mind you, "Oh
whaaat? No way!" and "That's awesome!" and "Oh, Cool!" many MANY times. The music is quite well done and fits the
different areas/times of day, the cell shading style graphics works quite well, the puzzles are fun and engaging, and the town
building is just the right pace. Its a damn fun game so far!

Cons at this current build are

Combat feels sluggish
Unfinished questlines
Translation to ENG is pretty bad
Control remapping is only about half working, and some controls are not explained well (Hard attack? How????)
Most player built town objects CANNOT be moved or even destroyed once placed. OCD homemakers beware.
Magic and archery feel underpowered.
Fallout style lockpicking minigame is VERY coarse. Usually takes 1-3 picks per chest. Needs refined IMO.
Current town and village NPC's dont move. Big cities full of people feel dead.. \u3010CREDIT\u3011
Violet: \u3010_\u7cd6\u679c\u679cCandy_\u3011
Daisy: \u3010Kitaro_\u7eee\u592a\u90ce\u3011
Sunny: \u3010\u5996\u7cd6-\u5c24\u5e7d\u3011
Photographer: \u3010\u7f51\u7ba1\u83cc\u3011
Producer: \u3010Air 'the Ruler of Galniverse' \u60a0\u4e45\u3011

Contains a total of 83 cosplay pictures(11.8 megapixels). You'll end up downloading about 500mb. I'm not familiar with the
Chinese cosplay scene. Kitaro_\u7eee\u592a\u90ce and _\u7cd6\u679c\u679cCandy_ had the same body type as in-game;
\u5996\u7cd6-\u5c24\u5e7d is smaller than SunnyChich but I think she should have had this body type in game. VioletWen is
much bigger in game but its fine if she had the same size as _\u7cd6\u679c\u679cCandy_.

Never saw other games selling cosplay albums like this. I bought this game just to check what other games I could get from the
promotion. I recommend this DLC if you bought Tricolour Lovestory and did not hate the experience of reading it.
. Not quite an idle clicker, not quite a beat-em-up. Worth the price. Also worth an auto-clicker to save your mouse. Great
humor, very irreverent in spots. Loving it so far.. This game had it's moments, but after I figured out the mechanics (and turned
the volume down) it seemed relatively easy to play through.. My favorite hidden object game, its just so relaxing to play this, all
of the every day stress fades away when i turn this on.
Fun puzzles, a good variety in the pics, nice story and beautiful music.
Highly recommended.

Don't forget to collect the beetles for extra hints;)
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Taking a look at Sneaky Mammoth's 10 second platformer.
There publisher Sodesco and I had a disagreement in another of there early access games which they slapped me with a
copyright strike so I'd thought I'd investigate the rest of there games.

I have to say I rather liked this game thus far. Honest review of the gameplay video below:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vmmZGam7cY0

The basis for the game is pretty simple.
10 seconds to get to the end of each level, get the doorway before the time runs out.
Pretty simple, right?

Well, luckily there is a pause button so you can plan your steps because with some wonky jumping physics, level perils and
some randomly generated levels you really have to plan it out.

Pixelated graphics are not too bad. The jumping seems to not be 100 percent responsive though that might be part of the fun.

Pretty simple concept for a game, nicely executed, something you can pick up for short doses.

I'd give it a 7/10 as it could use a few touches but will update as development progresses.

. Save your money people. Well, this one's not the developer fault.

Steam released an earlier version than the one that wa actually put on physical support,
all those years back.

Result? Missing textures, animations,...
Steam never corrected this (and for me It's too late for a refund).

Too bad the game is absolutely great...on physical version.. I really enjoy playing the game. Probably one of the most realistic
zero G movement. Would reccomend to every hardcore survavalist.. Great VN! ^.^

Changelog 14 - Experimental multiplayer:
V0.0.7.4

 ANIMATIONS. Updates and Fixes #25: Trade OutPost and Future Colony:

Updates and Fixes #25: Trade OutPost and Future Colony. Announcement:
Hey

I'm sorry for update delay.

I wrote down on upcoming version but I'm is not sure did everybody saw that.

We encountered a bug with widget interaction we didn't manage to solve it yet.

It's related to a problem with not able to change categories once you enter workstation.

We are working on that problem and it should be fixed in few hours.

We just want to be sure everything works well now for the best gaming experience.

Thanks for understanding.
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Feel free to join our discord and talk with us.
https://discord.gg/56dcByz

Regards
- Adriano

. Early Access is NOW AVAILABLE!:

We are super excited to announce we have achieved a major milestone: Warriors: Rise To Glory is available on Early Access!

We couldn't have made it without you, our players! We really hope you enjoy our game as it is now, but we want to let you
know that Warriors will keep growing and evolving over the next months. If you want to help us shape the game and reach its
true potential, please consider leaving your comments and feedback in the Community Hub. We need your help to make
Warrior a game as great as you deserve!

To celebrate this milestone and to show our gratitude to our first players, we offer a 15% discount on the price of the game for
a whole week. Enjoy the game, and best of lucks out there in the arena, warriors!. Patch 173:
- Added the final two faction images.
- Added support for custom localizations.
- You can now use Steam Workshop ships in the skirmish mode.
- The piston should now be much less likely to glitch out.
- Ship parts now uncloak when their energy level gets below 30%. Being cloaked no longer drains all your energy.
- Increased the prices at the gambling station.
- Maybe fixed excessive log files caused by controller issues.
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